Health Sciences Education Building Construction Status

Significant construction progress has been made on the new Health Sciences Education Building (HSEB) with the interior build out now substantially complete. Unfortunately the prolonged concrete strike that started in November 2021 delayed some essential exterior work that limited important building occupancy transition activities. Thankfully, with the resumption of concrete work this month, you will see increased construction activity around the parameter of the building, including the start of landscape work in May.

Additional HSEB information will be provided once the required building inspections have been successfully completed. You can also visit the UW Facilities HSEB website for more project details.

Course and Event Scheduling

- Due to the delayed building opening and occupancy transition timeline, no Summer Quarter instructional and/or event activities will be scheduled in the HSEB at this time.

- All Autumn Quarter 2022 courses have been scheduled in the Health Sciences Center complex similar to previous quarters - see Autumn Quarter 2022 Time Schedule Update system for course location and SLN information.

- Classroom Services staff will work with course and event coordinators on potential space usage opportunities when the HSEB becomes fully operational sometime later this summer.

Instructional Space A/V Training

- Classroom Services A/V staff are working on room specific training materials and will schedule onsite opportunities to explore instructional spaces and demonstrate the new A/V equipment with course instructors and curriculum staff.

- In the coming months Classroom Services will schedule HSEB instructional and event space tours as part of the occupancy transition process - details to follow when logistics are confirmed with HS partner leadership.
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